
At the "China Suspense 
Li terature  Goes to  the 
Wo r l d  -  T a l k s  w i t h 

Suspense Master Zhou Haohui 
and  The Death Not i c e  S ign ing 
Conference"  hos ted  by  China 
Education Publications Import 
and Export Co., Ltd. (hereinafter 
referred to as CEPIEC) during this 
year's BIBF, writer Zhou Haohui 
announced the  r ights  sa les  of 
Japanese, German, and Russian 
copyrights of The Death Notice. The 
German edition of the book will 
be launched in 2020 by science 
fiction publisher Heyne, which is 
also the publisher of The Rhree-
Body Problem in Germany.

I t  i s  reported that  s ince i ts 
publication in 2009, The Death Notice 
has always had a high reputation and 
good sales and acclaimed by many 
readers as the masterpiece of China's 

high IQ crime novels. The novel tells 
the story of a high-intelligence game 
between the criminal policeman 
Luo Fei and the mysterious killer 
who calls herself "Eumenides"(the 
g o d d e s s  o f  v e n g e a n c e ) .  T h e 
eponymous film will be released this 
year. The English version of  The 
Death Notice was published in the 
UK and the US last June, and sales 
exceeded 10,000 in half a year. At 
the same time, the book entered the 
"100 best crime novels and thrillers 
since 1945" elected by Sunday 
Times. The US rights of  The Death 
Notice was acquired by Doubleday 
(publisher of The Da Vinci Code) 
for a high price of $110,000. This is 
another overseas best-selling work 
created by CEPIEC after multiple 
language editions of The Three-Body 
Problem has sold 1.5 million copies 
globally. 

Chinese suspense writer Zhou Haohui 
went popular in Europe and America

中国悬疑作家周浩晖作品走俏欧美
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Since its launch in 2016, For Transcendence 
Culture (Beijing) Company. has devoted itself 
to creating Liu Cixin Science Fiction Comic 

Series and invited 26 famous artists from home and 
abroad to adapt Liu Cixin's 15 works into graphic 
novels. The series is divided into 4 series and will be 
completed in the 2nd quarter of 2021. Among them, 
the first five works including The Wandering Earth 
will be published by CITIC Publishing Group in 
March next year.

The collection brings together French comic artist 
Thierry Robin, Italian comic artist Stefano Raffaele, 
Spanish artist Ruben Pelleji, Miki Montllò, American 
artist Dan Panosian, French comic writers Sylvain 
Runberg, Valerie Magin, Christophe Bec among    

other international comic artists, award-winning 
cartoonist Zhang Xiaoyu and many outstanding local 
comic artists such as Yang Weilin, Wu Qingsong and 
Liu Wei. They formed a talented team. The company  

is negotiating with French publishers and the French 
edition will be launched next year. Moreover, talks 
with other European and American publishers are 
also undergoing.

A Global team to create comic books of Liu Cixin's works,
 which will be published in 2020
欧美+中国主创团队携手打造刘慈欣作品漫画书不日全球同步上市

Once released, the English edition 
of  the or iginal  picture  book 
Summer published by the 21st 

Century Publishing House received much 
attention at this year's Book Exhibition of 
America. The book quickly became the first 
in the Amazon bestseller list (poetry). The 
English-language publisher Macmillan USA 
held a grand launch for the book at the book 
fair. People lined up for the signing event 
of the book. The organizer also invited the 
illustrator and British-Chinese painter Yu 
Rong to participate in two activities with 
American school librarians, teachers and 
children's literature writers.

It is reported that Summer is the second 
cooperation between Cao Wenxuan and Yu 
Rong after co-authoring the picture book 
Smoke. After the publication of Smoke, the 
copyright was exported to South Korea 
and Sweden. Jonathan Yaged, CEO of 
Macmillan USA Children's Books, said: 
"The English edition of Summer has three 
advantages in the market: firstly, the theme 
of Summer is friendly, inclusive, and team-
oriented; Secondly the way Summer is 
written is very attractive, the language 
is poetic, and it uses Chinese traditional 
paper-cut art plus good colour to present an 
international vision. Thhird, this book about 
summer is very special in its theme, in the 
United States, there are few books written 
about summer. 

In order to meet the needs of the US 
market, Macmillan made some changes to 
the English Edition of Summer. The first 
is to highlight the theme of friendship, 
tolerance and sharing of the 7 small 
animals in the interaction. The front cover 
of the American edition highlights 7 small 
animals, and the design style is more 
American. Secondly, in order to highlight 
the special features of the summer theme, 
on the front cover of the English edition 

is written the sentence 'Do not steal books 
or shade in the sun, or you will always 
sit alone as one.' This approach echoes 
the title of Summer. Thirdly, the director 
of this imprint of Macmillan is proficient 
in the publication of poetry-type picture 
books. He personally modifies the content 
and English translation, so that the full 
text is more rhyming. Yu Rong also made 
a holistic illustration adjustment for the 
adjusted text to make the book have a 
better aesthetic.

It is reported that the translation rights 
of Summer has been sold to 8 editions in 6 
languages, including the French, Swedish, 
Korean, and Arabic languages. It was also 
selected as the "White Raven Bibliography" 
of the 2016 German International Youth 
Library. The respective editions of Summer 
has also performed well in New Zealand 
and Sweden. Jonathan, the general manager 
of Macmillan USA, said that in the future, 
they will pay more attention to Chinese 
original picture books and strengthen 
cooperation with Chinese publishers. 

Chinese picture book Summer won praise 
in Europe and America

中国图画书《夏天》欧美引发好评

People lined up to buy the English edition 
of Summer at BEA.

Illustrations inside the Series

 A fan of The Death Notice at a 
bookstore in USA.

■By Le Yi


